
Digital Amplifier





are below the minimum levels for the amplifier, if this fault occurs,
turn off the amplifier,and check that the speaker impedance rating is above the

amplifier and check speakers for short circuit conditions when appropriate.

amplifier under a thermal overload condition.Thermal protection mode can
All McLELLAND amplifiers are designed with special circuitry to safeguard the

12V Trigger-Using the 12V trigger allows precise turn on/off when the
amplifier is needed,keeping the unit in a power saving standby mode when not in use.

The AMP-D50 is a 2-channel digital amplifier designed to be used to boost audio
amplification where needed,either as a standalone amplifier, or as an addition
to a whole-house distributed audio system in order to provide extra amplifier

The powerful 50-Watt class D amplifier in the AMP-D50 is combined with

and a buffered line output that enables even more amplification of the same audio

Class D amplifier-The cool running, low-profile,high efficiency design makes

allowing additional amplifiers to be easily driven from the same signal.

Bridge-allows the use of the AMP-D50 as a powerful, 8-ohm mono amplifier

--A buffered loop output is available for the audio signal.

minimum rating.Also check for adequate ventilation around the amplifier and

temperatures,the amplifier may be powered back on.

All McLELLAND amplifiers are designed with special circuitry to safeguard the
amplifier under a short-circuit condition. A fault speaker can also cause a

amplifier is in short circuit protection. If this fault condition occurs,turn off the





source to the left line in connection only and restore power to the amplifier.

The AMP-D50 can be used in a side-by-side configuration using the optional rack

mounting kit. This feature makes it easy to add amplification to two controllers

The example shown shows three AMP-D50 units being used to add amplification
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